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Price: 980,000€  Ref: GG5132-4038

Villa

Lliber

3

3

162m² Build Size

400m² Plot Size

Pool: Yes

Welcome to AIREN: A Haven of Harmony in Costa Blanca North's Vall del Pop

Nestled within the breathtaking landscapes of Lliber, in the heart of the Vall del Pop,

AIREN stands as a testament to innovative community living harmonized with the

splendor of nature. Inspired by the essence of the region's white grape, AIREN is a

sanctuary where sustainability, wellness, and community intertwine seamlessly.

AIREN Experience:

Organic Architecture: AIREN boasts 14 exclusive villas, each a masterpiece of organic

architecture inspired by the natural world. Earth tones and lush greenery intertwine,

cre...(Ask for More Details!)
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Welcome to AIREN: A Haven of Harmony in Costa Blanca North's Vall del Pop

Nestled within the breathtaking landscapes of Lliber, in the heart of the Vall del Pop, AIREN stands as a

testament to innovative community living harmonized with the splendor of nature. Inspired by the essence of

the region's white grape, AIREN is a sanctuary where sustainability, wellness, and community intertwine

seamlessly.

AIREN Experience:

Organic Architecture: AIREN boasts 14 exclusive villas, each a masterpiece of organic architecture inspired

by the natural world. Earth tones and lush greenery intertwine, creating a harmonious blend with the

surrounding landscapes. Choose from two distinct villa layouts designed to cater to your lifestyle preferences.

Nature-Infused Interiors: Step inside to discover interiors adorned with natural tints and warm hues, evoking

the timeless charm of Mediterranean tradition. Wooden elements accentuate the cozy ambiance, inviting you

to feel truly at home amidst the tranquility of nature.

Indoor-Outdoor Living: Experience the perfect fusion of indoor comfort and outdoor serenity with spacious

terraces and gardens that seamlessly extend the living space. Bask in the Mediterranean sun, dine al fresco

under the stars, or simply immerse yourself in the natural beauty that surrounds you.

Activities for All: AIREN offers a plethora of activities to indulge in, catering to every interest and age group.

Whether it's unwinding in the spa, practicing yoga on the deck, or enjoying a picnic in the lush gardens,

there's something for everyone. Pet-friendly amenities, a dog park, and cultural events ensure that every

member of the family feels welcomed and entertained.

Gastronomic Delights: Explore the rich culinary heritage of the region with AIREN's gastronomy offerings.

From wine tastings at the exclusive wine club to farm-to-table dining experiences featuring fresh produce

from the eco-tree garden, savor the flavors of Costa Blanca in every bite.

Wellness and Fitness: Rejuvenate your body and soul at Espai Olea, where wellness takes center stage.

Indulge in holistic spa treatments, energize your spirit with yoga sessions, or stay active at the gym and

calisthenics park. AIREN is dedicated to nurturing your well-being every step of the way.

At AIREN, we invite you to embark on a journey of discovery, where sustainable living meets luxurious

comfort, and community thrives amidst the beauty of nature. Come, experience the essence of AIREN and

unlock a world of harmony and inspiration.

Lliber, a hidden treasure in the province of Alicante, is located in the comarca of La Marina and the stunning

Jalon Valley. This charming village, with its cobbled streets and whitewashed houses, offers an authentically

Spanish experience in a spectacular natural setting.

The charms of Lliber are many. From its tranquil central square, where locals gather to chat and enjoy the

relaxed atmosphere, to its narrow streets full of history and charm, every corner of Lliber invites exploration

and discovery. Visitors can stroll through the village and admire the traditional architecture, stopping at the

parish church of San Cosme y San Damián, a jewel of neoclassical style.

In addition to its architectural beauty, Lliber offers a variety of places to visit and activities to enjoy. Nature

lovers can explore the numerous hiking trails that wind through the valley and surrounding mountains. Close

to Lliber, routes such as the Castell d'Aixa and the impressive Sierra de Bernia mountain range offer

spectacular views and unforgettable experiences for hikers.

For the more adventurous, Lliber and its surroundings offer a variety of outdoor sports such as hiking, rock

climbing and mountain biking.

Location-wise, Lliber is only a few minutes' drive from the coastal town of Calpe, known for its golden sandy

beaches and iconic Peñon de Ifach. Two of the most popular beaches in Calpe are Playa de la Fossa and

Playa del Arenal-Bol. In addition, the beautiful coves of Benissa are just a few minutes' drive from Lliber,

offering crystal clear waters and stunning natural surroundings for those looking to escape the crowds and

enjoy the tranquil beauty of the Mediterranean. Some of the most outstanding coves in Benissa are Cala

Pinets and Cala Advocat. Also worth a visit is the Playa de la Fustera, known for its fine sand crystal clear

waters, located in Benissa.

In terms of transport connections, Lliber is approximately 90 kilometres from Alicante airport and 110

kilometres from Valencia airport. The nearest high speed train stations (AVE) are in Valencia and Alicante,

both approximately one hour's drive from Lliber.
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